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Abstract 
For an abelian tensor category we investigate a Hopf algebra F in it, the “algebra of 
functions” or “automorphisms of the identity functor”. We show the existence of the object of 
integrals for any Hopf algebra in a rigid abelian category. If some assumptions of finiteness and 
non-degeneracy are satisfied, the Hopf algebra F has an integral and there are morphisms 
S, T : F + F, called modular transformations. They yield a representation of a modular group. 
The properties of S are similar to those of the Fourier transform. 
0. Introduction 
This work was inspired by Moore and Seiberg’s paper [11] on conformal field 
theory. 
Drinfel’d proposed introducing the “algebra of functions” related to a tensor 
category, and he suggested viewing the operator S on it as a Fourier transform 
(private communication). The algebra was introduced by Majid [9] under the name 
“automorphisms of the identity functor” and was denoted Aut %?. The present paper 
together with [6] is a revised and expanded version of a preprint [S]. 
We begin with studying integrals of Hopf algebras in rigid braided categories. We 
define and show the existence of the object of integrals for a Hopf algebra in such 
a category. The “existence and uniqueness” of the integral of a Hopf algebra for 
symmetric monoidal categories was first proven by Drinfel’d. 
For an abelian noetherian ribbon category % we investigate the Hopf algebra 
structure of F N Aut %. As an object of the category, F is a coend j X @ X ” . In an 
abelian category a coend can be defined as a cokernel. In particular, F can be defined 
via an exact sequence 
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where the arrow j is the difference of f@l:A@B” +B@B” and l@f’: 
A@B” --+A@A”. We introduce a Hopf algebra quotient f of F, and a Hopf 
subalgebra u c “F. Our main result is the following: Suppose that the following 
modular axioms are satisfied: 
(Ml) f exists as an object of %7, 
(M2’) F -f(a weaker form of this is in the text). 
Then invertible morphisms v, y, T, S : f + f are defined, where y is an anitpode, v is 
a ribbon twist, and they satisfy the following relations: 
(ST)3 = AS2, s2 = y-l, 
TY = 9, y2 = v. 
These relations define a projective representation of a mapping class group 
of a torus with one hole. They are fundamental to Moore and Sieberg’s article 
[ 111, where semisimple tensor categories with a finite number of simple objects are 
implicitly used. Modular relations are also proved in algebraic quantum field theory 
WI- 
Elsewhere I will prove that even in a non-semisimple situation the higher genus 
modular relations follow from the mentioned ones. Hence, we can construct 
a homotopic version of a modular functor similar to [ll]. 
1. Integrals on a Hopf algebra 
1.1. Let GJ? be an abelian rigid braided category, and let H be a Hopf algebra in %? (see 
definitions in [lo]; our notation is from [6]). We want to show the “existence and 
uniqueness of the integral” on the Hopf algebra H, following Sweedler [15]. 
All statements and proofs of [15] can be reformulated in the context of the category 
%?, converting formulas to commutative diagrams, so we suppress many intermediate 
steps in the proofs and indicate how to reconstruct them following the lines of 
Cl51. 
Definition 1.1. A left Hopf module over H E %? is an object M E %’ together with an 
associative action IF : H @ M + M and an associative coaction 6 : M + H @I M such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
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A right Hopf module over H is an object M E 59 together with action II : M Q H + M 
and coaction 6 : M + M Q H, satisfying a similar equality 6 0 ?I = z Q m 0 1 Q c 
Q106QA. 
Example 1.1. Let K E %‘. Then M = H Q K is a left Hopf H-module with action 
HQ(HQK)-(HQH)QK m@‘l+HQK (1) 
and coaction 
HQK ‘@’ -(HQH)QK N HQ(HQK). 
In fact, this example describes the general case. 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a left Hopf H-module. Let 
K = Ker(Mx H Q M), 
where qQl:M=IQM “’ -HQM and q:I+H is the unity of H. Then 
u : H Q K cj H Q M * M is an isomorphism of Hopf H-modules (the Hopf module 
structure on H Q K is that of Example 1.1). 
Proof. (1) r : H Q K + M is a morphism of H-modules. Moreover, rr : H Q M + M is 
a morphism of H-modules, where the left action of H on H Q M is defined by 
a formula similar to Eq. (1). 
(2) a : H Q K + M is a morphism of H-comodules. Indeed, the external pentagon in 
the diagram 
HQHQHQK 
HQHQHQK 
tl HQHQK m@u 
t 
M 6 
commutes by the definition of a Hopf module, implying the commutativity 
lower square. 
(3) Consider the morphism 
of the 
f:M-%HQM.101-HQHQMxHQHQMaHQM. 
There exists p: M ’ + H Q K such that f: M- H Q K L) H Q M. To prove this 
statement i is sufficient to show the vanishing of the composition 
M~HQM ‘@“’ ““‘,HQHQM, 
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because H 0 - is an exact functor for rigid abelian cATegories. The composition 
10 6 0 f can be found from the commutative diagram 
HQM* 
6 
M 
AC31 
I I 
f 
HQHQM. 
l@,yc+l l@)K 
l HQHQM-HQM- “’ HQHQM 
1~3Ac36 
I I 
l@m@n 
lC3lC3CC31 
l@A@l H6HC3HQHQM l HQHQHQHQM 
l'%CC31@6 
4 
l@Y@Y@l 
I I 
I@C@l 
HQHQHQMM---------, HQHQHQM 
19163163~ 
l HQHQ(HQH)QM 
in the form 
MAHQM ~HQHQHQHQMMHQHQ(HQH(HQM 
ZHQ(HQH)QHQM ‘0m8n -HQHQMM. 
It coincides with 
MAH@M- “’ H@HQM=H@H@M 
which is just 10 ~0 105 
(4) /?ocr = lHe,x, because 
equals the embedding H Q K c--, H Q M. This follows from the commutative 
diagram 
A@1 A0101 l@Y@l@l 10m81 
H@K-H@H@K- H@H@H@K- H@H@H@K- H@H@K 
where the upper path equals the embedding H Q K L) H Q M and the lower path is 
f Oct. 
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(5) a 0 /I = lM, as follows from the commutative diagram 
EC31 mC31 n 
ZQM 
rl@‘l 
I I 
,HQM XM- 
Hence, CI and /I are inverse to each other. 0 
The same theorem is true for right Hopf modules. 
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a right Hopf H-module. Then for 
K = Ker(Mx M @ H) 
a : K @ H c-, M 6 H-% M is an isomorphism of Hopf modules. 
283 
C 
Proof. Instead of CATegory $? = (U, Q,a, c) we can work in %&,,, = 
(% 8 sym, a,,,,,,, csym), where 
x @sym Y = Y 6 X, (asym)X,r,Z = (az,r.x ‘, 
((&dX,Y:XOsym Y- Y,.,mxk,c,,*:,x ,. -xgl Y). 
Then H = (H, m, A, y) will be a Hopf algebra in (ik)sym, and M E WSym will be a left Hopf 
H-module. The theorem then follows from the previous one. 0 
1.2. Right and left modules are connected in many ways. Between them there is the 
following. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (M, x) be a right H-module. Then (M, 71’) will be a left H-module, where 
x’:H@M~M@H=M@H~M. 
Proof. The following maps are equal: 
(H@H@M% H@MAM@H---+ “’ M@H*M) 
=(H@H@MJ%H@M%H@IMe-M@HAM) 
=(H@H@MM H@H@M%H@HQM 
ZH~M AM@HH-If,M) 
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=(HQHQMa(HQH)QM, MQ(HQH) 
SMQHQH~MQHAM) 
=(HQHQM=(HQH)QMA MQ(HQH) 
~MQHQH~MQH~M) 
=(HQHQM- I” HQMQHXHQMQH 
~HQM-SMQH-SMQH-~M). 0 
1.3. Now we introduce a Hopf module structure on a dual Hopf algebra [6]. Let H, 
A E 22 be Hopf algebras, dual to each other: “H = A, A” = H. The product 
m : A Q A + A makes A into a regular right A-module, hence, into a left H-comodule 
via 
Hom(A Q A, A) N Hom(A, H Q A), m H 6, 
6:A-End’A=A” QA=HQA. 
Explicitly, the left coaction 6 is given by 
&A=ZQA-HQAQA= HQA. 
Similarly, the product m: H Q H + H via 
Hom(H Q H, H) N Hom(H, End’ A) 
produces a morphism 
H-+End’H=HQ “H=A” QA=End’A 
i.e. a right action of H on A 
“L:AQH+A. 
Applying Lemma 1.3 we obtain a left action of H on A 
~:HQA~AQH- IBy AQHLA. 
71 can be found from a commutative diagram: 
HQAQHaAQHQH=AQHQH 
XC91 
I 1 
l@m 
AQH e” .I l 
i?” 
AQH 
Theorem 1.4. The algebra A = “H, viewed as a left H-module and H-comodule via 
n: and 6, is a left Hopf H-module. 
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A HHA H A H H A H 
Fig. 1. 
Proof. The proof for usual Hopf algebras in k-vect given by Sweedler [15] can be 
translated from formulas to commutative diagrams. 
From the identity written in the pictorial language of [3,4] (see Fig. 1) we obtain 
a commutative diagram 
AQH@A@H 
163c@l 
.A@A@H@H= 
I l@Iev@l 
I* 
e” 
ABH 
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Using the identity 
A 
H-ZQHQH=HQHQHHHQHQHQH 
Y 
I I 
l@ac@l 
H l@;rl 
m@m 
HQZPHQH- HQHQHQH 
we come to the commutative diagram 
AQHQAQH 
l@c@A 
,AQAQHQZQHQH 
1 @ A @I cmv @ 18 1 
I 
AQHQHQ(HQAQA)QH 
lc3l@c@l 
1 
AQHQWQAQAJQHQH 
“Lc3l@mc3Y@l 
1 
AQHQAQHQH 
PU@l@f?l 
*AQH L 
I l@l@l@c@l 
AQAQHQHQHQH 
I 
l@l@m@m 
AQAQHQH 
l@eu@l 
With the explicit expression for “L this simplifies to 
AQHQAQH 
lC+cC+A l AQAQHQHQH l@l’y@l@l l 
18 A @ emu ~3 1 ~3 1 I 
AQHQHQ(HQAQA)QH 
lc3lc3c@l I 
AQHQ(HQAQA)QHQH 
l@.m@m@y@31 
+AQHQAQHQH 
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AQAQHQHQHaAQAQHQH 
1 
l@JeugIl 
AQH 
Some arrows are absorbed into the action n: of H on A: 
AQHQAQH 
l@n@A 
.AQAQHQH%AQH 
1 @3 Ll @I Cfx” gl 1 @ 1 
I 
AQHQHQHQAQAQH 
1@1@3c@m@l 
,AQHQHQHQAQH 
l@~c3~c31 $ 
-AQHQAQH. 
That diagram can be simplified using the explicit formula for the coaction 6: 
AQHQAQH 
l@rrc+l 
.AQAQH=AQHQAQH 
1@~@~91 
I 
AQHQHQHQAQH 
l@l@c@l@l 
.AQHQHQHQAQH 
I ev @I ev 
BAQHQAQH. 
Finally, by duality, this implies the commutativity of the diagram 
7[ 6 
HQA-A-HQA 
AC38 
I T 
m@n 
HQHQHQA 
lC3C@l 
,HQHQHQA 
which means that A is a Hopf module over H. 0 
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We also introduce a Hopf algebra B = H ” with right H-module and H-comodule 
structures: 
xBQHCH@B=H@BzB, 
&B=B@I%B@B@H%B@H. 
Repeating arguments with the CATegory GY&,,, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. The algebra B = H ” is a right Hopf H-module. 
Summing up, for any Hopf algebra H E S9 and dual Hopf algebra A = “H 
- there exists an object K E %? and isomorphism A N H @I K of left Hopf H-modules, 
_ there exists an object N E ‘3 and isomorphism H N N 0 A of right Hopf A-mod- 
ules. Hence, 
A-(N@A)@K-A@(K@N). 
If A # 0, then K @ N is invertible. That implies the invertibility of K and N. 
Definition 1.2. The object of left integrals of a Hopf algebra H E % is 
Int, = Ker(A* H @ A). 
By definition Zntl is a right kernel of the pairing 
m-c@1 
A@A-A 
and we have the equality 
(A8Znt,-A~A~A)=(AOInt,-ABA~A). 
From all the previous we have our main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.6. The object of integrals is invertible. 
For symmetric monoidal categories this theorem was proved by Drinfel’d (private 
communication). 
2. A Hopf algebra in Abelian tensor category 
2.1. Let ‘8 be a small abelian noetherian rigid braided category. For a commutative 
ring k = Endl the category %? will be k-linear. The category %? has a cocompletion 
Y consisting of k-linear left exact functors VP + k-mod. The inclusion G$ L, Y is an 
exact tensor functor [6]. (It was pointed out to the author that assumption of 
noetherianness i not crucial to make Y = id - 6p.) 
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F P 
53 
F or a 
F U 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 
In [9] a Hopf algebra Aut %? E Y was introduced. It can be represented as a coend 
Aut $? N F = fXE* X @ X ” . The usual definition of the coend [S] specializes in our 
case to the following: an object F E 9’ together with morphisms ix : X 0 X ” --t F for 
any X E %7’, satisfying the commutative diagram 
A@B”- ‘@f’ ABA” 
fC+l I 1 iA is BOB”-F (2) 
which is universal for that property. 
The interest in Aut % N F is explained by the following example: Let %Z = 
C-comod,, be the abelian (not tensor) category of finite dimensional comodules over 
a @ coalgebra C. Then F = JXECg X @ Xv exists as a vector C space and has 
a canonical coalgebra structure. Moreover, the coalgebra F is isomorphic to 
C [14,16], so the coalgebra may be reconstructed from the category of its comodules. 
Having in mind groups or quantum groups, F can be called the (co)algebra of 
functions (on a category 59). 
2.2. Labeled tangles were introduced by Freyd and Yetter in [2]. A slight modifica- 
tion of their definition was given in [6], where a category %-Tang of labeled tangles 
were described. Now we wish to generalize this category, adding F to the list of 
objects. 
Definition 2.1. A %-F-tangle is a tangle with strands of two kinds. Strands of the first 
kind are labeled by objects and morphisms of % as in [6]. Strands of the second kind 
can be single or grouped in pair (double strands). They are labeled by F. They must 
begin as in Fig. 2, where g : P + F E 9, P E V, and end as in Fig. 3 for single strands or 
as in Fig. 4 for double strands, where h : F + P E Y and P E %. Finally, they must amit 
a labeling, which makes them strands of the first kind, starting from (X,X ” ) and 
ending in (X(’ ” ), Xck+ ‘) ” ) for some k E Z. These strands can also carry labels from 
End IdW, attached in regular points and denoted by small rectangles. 
The category %-F-Tan is a category, whose objects are families made up of objects 
of W and F. Morphisms are Y-F-tangles up to regular isotopy. 
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F 
or 
Q 
h 
F 
P 
Fig. 4. 
Theorem 2.1. The standard tensor jiunctor W-Tan + % induces a tensor jiunctor W-F- 
Tan + Y. 
Proof. We choose one double strand in a tangle T: ( . . . , F, . . . ) + ( . . . , F, . . . ). It 
produces a morphism 
T: . . . @X@X” @ . . . + . . . @X(k”)@X(k+l)” @ . . . 
for any X E %?, where . . . E %i’. If k E 22 the three back faces of the following cube 
commute: 
‘53 . 
where the two overcrossed arrows are . . . @ 1 @)fk+l)t@ . . . and 
. . * @j-“@ 1 @ . . . . By the property of coends, this shows the existence of a mor- 
phism T: . . . OF@ . . + . . @ F @ . . . which makes all of the cube commute. 
If k E 22 + 1 we have a similar diagram with ... Q B”” ) 0 Atk+l)” 0 . . . placed 
instead of . . . 0 A(‘” ) @ B(“+ ‘)” 0 . . . , which yields the same result. 
For a single strand T: ( . . . , F, . . . ) --t ( . . . , . . . ) the existence of T: 
. . . @IF@ . . . + . . . 6~ . . . E 9’ follows from the commutative diagram 
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&= 
U 
Fig. 5. 
F F F F F F F F 
Fig. 6. 
After analyzing one strand we perform the same operation with another. Now 
. . . can include F. Continuing, we prove the theorem. 0 
2.3. A Hopf algebra structure on Aut % was introduced in [9] using a general 
reconstruction theorem. Here we give its explicit description in terms of F. First, the 
coalgebra structure is defined. For any X E V, the object X @ X ” E % is a coalgebra. 
Indeed, there is a coproduct 
A:X@X” =XQIQX” 
1 &I cxx?” @I 1 
FX@(X” @X)@X” “(X@X”)@(X@X”) 
and counit E = ev:X@X” +I. 
So, we can define a coproduct and counit in F via Fig. 5. The correctness of this 
definition is proved as follows. The morphism 
X@X” A(X@X”)@(X@X”)xF@F 
is factorized through ix : X @ Xv + F by the coend property. Indeed, we have the 
situation depicted in Fig. 6. 
Coassociativity for A : F + F Q F follows from the coassociativity of X 8 X ” . 
Any object X E V has the structure of a X 8 Xv -comodule, hence of a F- 
comodule: 
&X?X@I3 X0(X” @X)2:(X@X”)@X*F@X. 
It is described graphically as in Fig. 7. 
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L LV M MV 
X 
XV n X m, = 
\ /I/ \ . \ 
F X L M MV L” 
Fig. I. Fig. 8. 
Lemma 2.2. 6 defwes a functor GZ + F-comod = F% (F-comodules are objects of Q?). 
Proof. Follows from the commutative diagram 
BOB”QB 
2.4. Multiplication in F 
For L, M E $9 denote by m the following morphism: 
(L@L,“)GJ(M@M~)~LO(L~O(M@M”))~~@((M@M”)@L”) 
z(L@M)O(M” @I,“)-(L@M)@(L@M)” 
This may be pictorially expressed by Fig. 8. 
Proposition 2.3. The morphism of Fig. 8 induces an associative product m : F 63 F + F. 
Proof. We have to show that morphisms iLBM 0 ml to F define a morphism of the 
colimit F 8 F to F. That follows from the commutative diagram: 
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Associativity follows from the equality given in Fig. 9. 
The unit of E; is a morphism 
fl:12:I@PLF. 0 
The same product m = m + is also represented by the braid given in Fig. 10, because 
m + = c@c-‘oml = c@c-l~mI,wherec:L@M+M@L. Wecanalsointroduce 
another product m_ : F 0 F by Fig. 11. 
L Lv M Mv N NV L Lv M M” N NV 
L M N NV MV L” 
L 
L M N NV MV Lv 
Fig. 9. 
L” M MV 
m, = 
;i 
\ 
\ 
\ \ 
MBL (MBL)” 
Fig. 10. 
L L” M MV L L” M MV 
/ / 
m_ = 
/\ 
/ or m_ = 
/ \\ 
/ 
/
LC3’M (LBM)’ 
Fig. 11. 
MC3L (MG3L)V 
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L LV M MV 
L M MV Lv LMMV Lv 
Fig. 12. 
L M MV Lv L M Mv Lv 
vL L 
L LV 
Fig. 13. 
Proposition 2.4. (F, A, m) (and (F, A, m_ )) is a bialgebra. 
Proof. The axiom m @ m 0 1 0 c 8 lo A 0 A = A 0 m follows from the equality given 
in Fig. 12. 
2.5. The antipode. 
A morphism 
yGL@IL,LQ v LB I@4 L@LV 
pictorially denoted as in Fig. 13 induces a morphism y : F + F by Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 2.5. y is the antipode of a Hopf algebra F. Its inverse y - ’ is induced by 
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L 
L 
M 
M 
LV 
N 
N 
L LV 
n 
n n 
L LV L 
vv LV 
Fig. 14. 
NV MV M N M N NV MV M N 
Fig. 15. 
Proof. The composition m 0 1 @I y 0 A, given by Fig. 14 corresponds to 
L@LV @IVXL@LV Q(L@LV)” 
Hence, it coincides with FA I&F. i-J 
Theorem 2.6. The inclusion V L) F-comod = F%? is a tensor functor. 
Proof. We must show that for objects M, N E 9? the coaction dMwN on M @ N E % 
coincides with 
That follows from the equality depicted in Fig. 15. 
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3. Universal enveloping algebra 
3.1. Let A E 9’ with morphisms nL : A + L 0 ” L for any L E %? be a limit of the family 
{L 8 ” L)LEvp with the requirement hat for any f: A -P B E W the following diagram 
commutes: 
AABQ “B 
;L”A f@l 1 
1 Btf 
-B @ “A. 
The following definition is a more careful statement. 
Definition 3.1. Let 3 be a category, whose objects are families (P E %, 
7rJP): P + L @ ” L)LEI such that 
PdB@ “B 
a,(P) 
I 1 
1 C9’f 
AQ “A- ‘@’ B@ “A 
commute for f~ W. Morphisms of 
xL(P) = rrL(Q) og for any L E $9. There 
definition A = lim D E 9 with canonical 
$9 are maps g:P+QE% such that 
is a functor D:Y*%?, (P, . ..)HP. By 
morphisms i, : P + A, P E 3, and 
(712.:A-+L@” L)=&7rL(P). 
Lemma 3.1. The tensor product in 3 
PxQ+P@Q&P@Q):PQQ=L@ ” L@L@ “L 
_L@“L) 
makes it a monoidal category. The unit object is (I, coev: I + L @I ” L). 
Proof. The family (P @ Q, . . . ) belongs to 9 because of the commutativity of the 
diagram 
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Associativity in $9 comes from associativity in %. A family 
P@Z- G(P)@Jcoe~ A@ VAOAO “/! l@eu@l*AO VA 
is isomorphic to P- G(‘) A @ ” A, which shows that (I, COW) is a unit object. lJ 
By an abuse of notation we can state that for any P, Q E 3 there is a tensor product 
PQQE~ and a morphism ipme:P@Q + A. Passing to the colimit we obtain 
a product in n 
m:A@A=~P@Q-A. 
The associativity of the tensor category 9 implies the associativity of the algebra 
(A, m). It has a unit iI : I + A. 
Proposition 3.2. The morphism 
A@(L@L”)SLQ(“LQL)@L” 1L@L” :I 
induces a pairing A 8 F --t I. Moreover, in a closed CATegory Y we have A N Horn’ 
(F,Z) = ‘F. The morphism 
(LQL”)Q/1=%LQL” QL” ” QL” ==&QL,” -%I 
induces a pairing F Q A + I and A N F ‘. 
A A B” A A B” 
=.A & f’ 
A A B” 
x.4 $4 f 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 17. 
Proof. The diagram 
A@A@AV=A@A@BVaA@B@B V 
n,@l@l 
I I 
%l@l@l 
A@ “A@A@A “_I< B@ “B@B@BV 
commutes because of Fig. 16. 
Hence, A @ F + I exists. 
On the other hand, any subobject j : P-P ’ F, P E W is equipped with a pairing 
P@L@LV &FV 8FeV.I 
for any L E ‘X, hence, with a map zL(P): P + L @I ’ L. Converting our previous 
calculations we find that (P, q,(P)) E ‘9, thus A = ’ F. 0 
Theorem 3.3. The product in A and the coproduct in F are conjugate (in the sense of 
[6]). The action of A on objects of %, corresponding to the functor %? + F-comod + A- 
mod is given by 
A@L= (L@“L)@LEL@(VL@L)zL@INL. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the diagram 
(3) 
which is commutative because of Fig. 17. 
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1; = IJ 
f- I 
X "X 
V V” 
1; = L’ 
i? 
X “X 
Fig. 18. 
The action of A on F is defined as 
which reduces to (3). 0 
The antiautomorphism y of the coalgebra F has a transposed anti-automorphism 
fy : A + A of the algebra A. Transposing Fig. 13 we can find ’ y from the commutative 
diagram 
XLV I I % 
LV QL Q@‘* VLQL c -LQ vL 
3.2. It was shown in [6] that the algebra ’ F = A contains a subalgebra “F, which is 
a dual Hopf algebra of F. Now we define a Hopf subalgebra u in “F which is called the 
universal (enveloping) algebra. 
For any V E V, we introduce morphisms 
l;;l;:v@vv -X@ vx 
where 12 and 1; are as in Fig. 18. 
Lemma 3.4. l+ =(VO V’,l+ :V@ Vv +X @I “X) are objects of 9. There is an 
isomorphism between them 
l:“=vv@v~vv@v~v@vv =1;. 
Proof. 1; belongs to B, because of Fig. 19. The equality 1; 0 c 0 u: @I 1 = 1: v follows 
from Fig. 20. 
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V V” V V” 
;. = /j; 
B A” B A” 
Fig. 19. 
X “x 
Fig. 20. 
Hence, we can study only 1; . Let 9J _ be a strictly full subcategory of 9, consisting of 
1; and isomorphic to it. 
Proposition 3.5. The isomorphism in 9 
&x3l~=((V63v”)@W)@W”- c@l (WO(V@ V”))@ WV = Ii@)” 
shows that ‘X is a monoidal subcategory of 9. It is braided with commutativity 
c’:1;~1~=v~v”v0@8” 
(1~c-‘~l)~(c-‘~c)~(l~c~l) 
~w@w”@vvv” =1,@11; 
described in Fig. 21. 
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C’ = 
V V” W WV 
\ 
/ 
= /A 
w WV V V" 
Fig. 21. 
X “X X “X 
Fig. 22. 
Proof. The object 1; @ 1, is given by 
(V@W”)~(WCWVv)‘;x’” VX@X@ VXJ=J%X@ “X 
Hence, the first statement follows from Fig. 22. The map c’ is an isomorphism in 9, 
because of Fig. 23. c’ satisfies the axioms of braiding: 
and similarly, because relation of Fig. 24 is true. 
Definition 3.2. Let 4 be the strictly full monoidal subcategory in 9 whose objects are 
(M,l;Iw:M+L@ “L), where M c V@ V” is a subobject in W. The colimit 
II = & (?I1 + U) is called the universal algebra. This is indeed a subalgebra of A. 
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X “X X “X 
Fig. 23. 
x xv Y Y” z z” x xv Y Y” z z” 
z z” x xv Y Y" z z” x xv Y Y" 
Fig. 24. 
Proposition 3.6. The system of morphisms i,,: V @ V ” --) u dejines an epimorphism 
j:F+u. 
Proof. This follows from the property of coends (see (2)) because Fig. 25 is true. 
3.3. Combining some morphisms we obtain a pairing 
o:F@F% u@F-wl@F=I. 
Its restriction o+ :(V ~$3 V “) @I (X @ X “)a F Q F”- 1 is given by 
(vov”)@(x~x”)=xx “x~x~x”---+z. 
Hence, Fig. 26 is valid. 
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A BV 
Lj f’ = 
17 
AV 
x “X 
Fig. 25. 
A BV 
Fig. 26. 
Theorem 3.7. The pairing 
w+:L@L” @M@M”-----+ ‘@“” L@Lv @M@Mv e”@ev ,I, 
corresponding to the tangle CO+, induces a pairing of Hopf algebras 
w=o+:FQF+I. 
Proof. o : F @I F + Z is a Hopf pairing which means, in particular, that the following 
commutes: 
F@F@F- Ag1~1 FQF@F@F==+F@F 
l@m 
I I 
0 
FC3F 
w 
.I 
This follows from the equality given in Fig. 27. 
Corollary 3.8. I( is the image of a Hopf algebra morphism F + “F induced by CO. The 
coimage f *Af F/Ker’o is isomorphic to u c “F. 
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A AV L Lv M MV A AV L Lv M MV 
Fig. 21. 
Fig. 28. 
F@(X@X" )o- Z = x 
Fig. 29. 
The left kernel Ker’o of the form o coincides with the right kernel Kerr a. This 
follows from equations like those given in Fig. 28. 
Hence, we can use the notation Ker w = Ker’o = Ker’ UJ and the pairing 
o :f@ f- Z is nondegenerate. Now we show that o is symmetric in a certain sense. 
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~X~~L=(l-:F+ X&X) = 
Fig. 30. 
(XCOXv)G3F%I = XV 
Fig. 31. 
nxvv o qr=(Z-:F-+ xv” 8~” > = 
XV” xv 
Fig. 32. 
Theorem 3.9. Let & : F + “F, &: F + F ’ denote morphisms obtainedfrom the pairing 
w. Then 
41 
F-VF 
Y 
commutes. if W is a ribbon category we have 
Similar statements hold for J: 
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Fig. 33. 
Proof. We want to prove that for a = - 1, 0,l 
commutes for any X E %. As the relation depicted in Fig. 29 is true we see that relation 
of Fig. 30 holds. Similarly, from Fig. 31 we find that relation of Fig. 32 is true. 
The required diagrams follow from identities like those given in Figs. 33-35. 
Corollary 3.10. y2 = v: F + F. 
This can also be proved directly (see Fig. 36). 
Corollary 3.11. When “F and F ” are identified by u$, the pairing o is symmetric. 
Similar to w+ one can define a nondegenerate pairing o_ : F @I F + I, as given in 
Fig. 37. 
Proposition3.12. o- =o+oy@l =o+~lQy:F@F+Z. 
Proof. Indeed, we have the relation given in Fig. 38. 
Corollary 3.13. Ker’ o_ = Ker’ w_ = Ker o and CO _ :f @ f + Z is well dejined. 
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F F 
= 
\ c / 3 
I’ 
XV” 
Fig. 34. 
4. Monodromies 
4.1. The monodromies 
8,:X@F- X 61 F, Q,:F@X- F Q3 X, 51:F@F-F@F 
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x 
q20 I - = v-lo u120 I - = 
-1 
V 
vv x xv 
L LV 
= I- 
x 
vv 
XV 
Fig. 35. 
can be defined via commutative diagrams 
XQLQLV 
Cl@31 
> XQLQL” 
1 8 iL 
I , I 
1 C3 iL 
XQF 
81 
XQF 
LQL” QX 
1@2 
.LQL’QX 
iL@ 1 I I k@ x 
FOX 
Qr 
‘FQX 
LQL’ QMQMV= LQL’QMQM’ 
iL C3 iM I 
FQF 
i2 
L LV 
X vv XV 
or via tangles (Fig. 39). 
72 = 
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F 
co_ = 
Fig. 36. 
F F / 
LIkJ 
Fig. 37. 
309 
= v 
F F 
Fig. 38. 
Theorem 4.1. The monodromies fYC+,~2~,l2 can be quotioned to monodromies 
~,:XOf+n3~ Qr:f 0 X+f 0 x, Q:f @f+f Of 
Proof. From the equation given in Fig. 40 we find that for any X E QZ the relation of 
Fig. 41 holds. We conclude that 
S2,(Ker u) @ X) c Ker 10 0 X. 
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X F F x F F 
X F F X F X 
Fig. 39. 
Kero X Xv L L” Ker w X Xv L L” 
Fig. 40. 
Ker o x xv 
\ 
i 
u 1 cKero 
Fig. 41. 
We may proceed similarly with Q,, 52; ‘, Sz; ‘. Hence, 8, and Sz, are well defined forf: 
Using previously proved statements, we find that 
Q(Kerw@F)c Kero@F, Q(F@Kerw)cF@Kero 
and B can be quotioned tof: 0 
4.2. In fact, the algebra F is commutative in the following sense. 
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F F 
Fig. 42. 
Fig. 43. 
Proposition 4.2. The following equations hold 
m, =m,oc’:FQF -+ F, 
m_ =m_oc”:FQF + F, 
where the commutativity morphisms of Fig. 42 can be expressed as 
9, c’: F Q F- FQFLFQF, 
c”:FQF=FQFfFQF, 
Proof. The morphisms 
VQVvQWQWv~WQWvQVQVv”’ (WQV)Q(WQV)vAF 
where m, and c’ are from Figs. 8 and 21 and define the morphism of the colimit 
m+ 0 c’ : F Q F + F. We have the relation depicted in Fig. 43. Hence, the exterior of the 
diagram 
VQVvQWQWv”‘(VQW)Q(VQW)v=(WQV)Q(WQV)v 
iy@iw 
I 
iYBi7 
rn+~C’ I I 
iw@v 
FQF- F F 
commutes. The right square is commutative by definition (2). This implies com- 
mutativity of the left square, that is, m+ 0 c’ = m + . 0 
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Corollary 4.3. The same statements hold for J 
The Hopf algebra J being commutative and cocommutative in a certain sense, is an 
analog of an abelian group. 
5. Functorial endomorphisms 
From now on we suppose that V is additive and ribbon. A commutative k-algebra 
End Id of endomorphisms of Id: %? + % consists of functorial endomorphisms 
4 = (4x1 x + X)X&. It has a natural k-linear involution C#J H 4’ = (( 4 V X)1 : X + X). 
Indeed 4” = 4, because the following diagram commutes: 
#A A-A 
5.1. There are two actions of the algebra End Id on F E Y. The action of 4 E End Id is 
given by 4 Q 1, 1 Q 4 E End,F and can be found from the diagrams 
L@L”- $@l L@L” LOL “2LQL” 
4631 J 
F-F F-F 
In symbolic notations, we have Fig. 44. 
Proposition 5.1. These actions diff2r by the involution: 4 Q 1 = 1 Q $‘, c$’ Q 1 = -- 
104. 
Proof. The equation C$ Q 1 = 10 4’ follows from -- 
L@LV 
the commutative diagram 
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Fig. 44. 
Fig. 45. 
Fig. 46. 
5.2. 
Lemma 5.2. Let % E 9’ be a coalgebra and let A E Y be an algebra. Then Horn&C, A) 
is an associative k-algebra, where the product off, g E Hom(C, A) equals 
f*g:C+C@c &AQA--%A. 
The proof is fairly starx%;d. In particular, @ = Hom(Z,f) is a k-algebra with the 
product f*g:I=i@I -f @fzf- It will be called the Verlinde algebra. 
Proposition 5.3. The mapping z : Hom(Z, f) + End Id is a k-$fbra 
tbB lrelation of Fig. 45 holds, or z(I$): X = I @ X 
embed?g, where 
-fcaX AfOX 
-x0x=x. 
Proof. If $4) = 0, it would imply that the relation of Fig. 46 holds for any X E %. 
Hence, Im 4 c Ker(wl,) or I$ = 0 E 9. Thus, z is an embedding. 
z is an algebra homomorphism because relation of Fig. 47 holds. 
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Fig. 47 
XV 
cp I 
0 
6 \ 
XV 
XV 
= 
Fig. 48 
XV xv 
XV 
Y”(P 
= 0 = 7 (Y” cp) 
XV 
Corollary 5.4. The k-algebra @ is commutative. 
There is a k-linear involutive mapping in @ defined by 7 : 4 HY 0 4. Indeed, 
y2Q~=vFo~=~ovI=~o~I=~. 
Theorem 5.5. The embedding z is coherent with involutions, i.e. for any 4 E @ 
T(Y 0 4) = t(4Y. 
Proof. For any X E %’ we have the relation depicted in Fig. 48. 
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Ker o Ker o 
Fig. 49. 
Corollary 5.6. y is an involution of the algebra @. 
5.3. We introduce a k-subalgebra in EndId 
A = (aEEndIdlcr@ l(Kerco) c Kero}. 
For any CI E A the morphism M 0 1 :f- f is well defined. 
Proposition 5.7. z( @) c A. 
Proof. Let C$ E @. We have to prove that 
z(@)C3l@i 
KerwQf-F@f- F@fzI 
is null. Indeed, by the equation given in Fig. 49 this morphism coincides with 
Kerw~f~Z1Ker”-KerfOff1KerKerw~f~I, 
which vanishes. 0 
Now we assume the validity of the first axiom of the modular category: 
(Ml) f-s%. 
For any a E A let 0(a) E @ denote the unique morphism defined by equation given in 
Fig. 50 or 
(f=I@fSf@fZ I) = (fSf2). 
e(a) exists because “f z f and Hom(J; I) N Hom(Z, f ). 
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L LV 
= 
Fig. 51. 
0 (4 
t 
= 2.f 
L LV 
a u 
\I 
=a 4-r 
\ 1 =a 
Fig. 52. 
Theorem 5.8. The induced mappings z : @ + A and 8 : A + @ are inverse to each other. 
Proof. It is clear that O(z(4)) = $J for C#I E @. Let CI E A. Then the diagram 
commutes for any L E %. Hence we conclude that relation of Fig. 51 holds. Now we 
have Fig. 52, i.e. ~(@a)) = a. 0 
Corollary 5.9. A is invariant under the involution et. It coincides with 
because a’ @ 1 = 18 a. -- 
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5.4. 
Lemma 5.10. Let M be an object of a noetherian abelian category. Any epimorphism 
f: M + M is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Inductively define subobjects MO = 0, Mi+ 1 =f -'(Ml). Then 
0cM1cM2~ ... c M is a chain of subobjects. It must stabilize by noetherianness. 
Hence, for some k we obtain Mk = Mk+ 1 = Mk+ 2 ... . AS f(Mi) c Mi_ 1 we have 
f(M’) c M’, where M’ = Mk. Moreover, f: M’ + M’ is an epimorphism because 
f-‘(M’) = M’ and M’ cf(M). On the other hand, the morphism f acting in the 
chainOcM,cM,c ... c Mk = M’ is nilpotent, so f” = 0,. hence, M’ = 0. Thus, 
Kerf = 0 and f is an isomorphism. 0 
Proposition 5.11. Let 0 + K & B&-+ D + 0 be an exact sequence in 9, and let D E CC?. 
Let f: B + B be an automorphism and f(K) c K. Then f-‘(K) c K. 
Proof. Quotienting f we obtain a morphism a : D + D such that jof = a oj. From the 
equation j = a oj of - ’ we find that a is an epimorphism. By the Lemma 5.10 a is an 
isomorphism. It follows from the equations 
o=joi=j~~f-'~i=a~j~f-'~i 
that jof-‘oi = 0, which is just f-‘(K) c K. q 
Corollary 5.12. If u E A is invertible in End Id, then a - ’ E A. 
Indeed, ~18 1 (Ker CD) c Ker w implies a - 1 @I 1 (Ker CD) c Ker w by Proposition 
5.11. 
5.5. Now we want to define the category of V-f-tangles. 
Definition 5.1. A %-f-tangle is a %-F-tangle, where we use f instead of F. Fix one of 
the strands of the second kind and delete all the others. We assume that it becomes 
regularly isotopic to yk, k E Z when it is double, or to E : F + Z when it is single. Strands 
of the second kind are permitted to carry labels from A = z(Q) in regular points. The 
category V-f-Tan is defined similarly to g-F-Tan. 
Theorem 5.13. The standard functor W-Tan + % [6] induces a tensor functor 
W-f- Tan --* Q? 
Proof. Let T be a @‘-f-tangle without pieces like P +f or f + P, P E $7. Then for any 
strandofasecondkindthereisamorphisminYT: ...@F@... + . ..@F@...for 
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adoublestrand,orT: ...@F@ ... --f . ..@I@ . . . forasingleone.Weonlyhaveto 
prove that T(...@Kerw@...)c ... @Kero@... or, correspondingly, 
T( ... 0 Ker w @ ... ) = 0. We can replace T by a regular isotopic tangle T’ for which 
the fixed double or single strand, linked with other strands can be decomposed into 
following pieces: 
Y,Y-‘,52’,~2,‘,a01,10a,&, 
c’:f@X--+ XSf, c+ :X@f-fox, 
where a E A. But all these pieces makes sense for A hence, they map Ker w to Ker o (or 
to 0 in case of E). 0 
The tangle CL: Z + f or structure of Fig. 53 will also be denoted as in Fig. 54. 
6. Modular transformations 
6.1. From now on we assume that the second modular axiom is satisfied. 
(M2) v E A. 
Remark 6.1. The simplest way to ensure (M2) is to require that Ker w = 0. That is just 
the case of [7], where % = H-mod for a finite dimensional factorizable [13] quasi- 
triangular Hopf algebra [l]. 
From the Corollary 5.12 we know that also v-l E A. Let us solve the equations 
given in Fig. 55, that is find ,u+ , p_ : Z + f such that 
v-18 lop+ = e(v), v@lov_ =e(v-1). 
Clearly, the solution is 
P+ = vo10 0(v), p_ =v -‘@I loe(v-‘). 
Proposition 6.1. ,u+, p_ E @ are stable under the involution: 
Y”P+ =p+, y”p_ = p_. 
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-1 
V 
c1+ I X 
-I 
V 0 = 
CL- I X 
V is = 
= 
= 
f 
V j,l f 
-1 
V u 
Fig. 55. 
I X P+ 
-1 
V 6 = 
I 
= 
I 
X 
V 
i 
X 
-1 
V 
Fig. 56. 
Proof. Indeed, 
Theorem 6.2. For any X E 92 we claim the relations of Fig. 56 to be true. 
Proof. The first equality in these identities follows from the proof of Theorem 5.5. It 
was shown there that relation of Fig. 57 holds and we know that y 0 O(v) = O(v), 
y 0 O(v - ‘) = 8(v -I). The second equality follows from Theorem 5.8. 0 
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Fig. 51. 
f f 
Fig. 58. 
6.2. Now we define endomorphisms off (viewed as an object of %), which will be 
called modular transformations. 
Definition 6.2. An automorphism T : f + f is defined as T = v @ 1 = 1 Q3 v. For any -- 
,UE ~3 we define endomorphisms S+(p), S-(p):f+f via Fig. 58. 
In particular, 
S_(p):f =f @I- lcQp fQfZf@f3Z@f=f 
Proposition 6.3. For any p E @ 
S-(P)OY = S+(P), roS-(4 = S+(YOP)* 
Proof. Indeed, we have the relations of Fig. 59 and the proof follows. 
Corollary 6.4. The endomorphisms S, (p+ ) and S_ (p_ ) commute with y. 
6.3. We introduce and fix notations 
S+ = S+(P+), s- = S_(&). 
Let S, denote arbitrarily one of the morphisms S+(p) or S-(P), P E @. 
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I 
CI 
)il Y \ = S+(YoP) 
Fig. 59 
Fig. 60. 
Theorem 6.5. There are identities 
S,T-‘S+ = T&T, S,TS_ = T-‘&T-‘. 
Proof. These four identities are proved via Theorem 5.13: 
(a) S+(,u)T -‘S+ = TS+ (p) T. Indeed, we have the relation of Fig. 60. 
(b) S_(p) T - ’ S+ = TX(p) T. Indeed, relation of Fig. 61 holds. 
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Fig. 61. 
(c) S+(p)TS- = T -‘S+(p) T -l. The proof of this identity is obtained from the 
proof of (b) by changing overcrossings to undercrossings, v to v-l, etc. 
(d) S_(p)TS_ = T-‘S_(,U)T-~. Similar to (a). 0 
Corollary 6.6. S- TS_ = T -IS- T -l. 
Lemma 6.7. There are identities 
S,TS_S+ = S,T, S,S+TS_ = TS,, 
S,T-‘S+S- =&T-l, S&T-‘S+ = T-IS,. 
Proof. In one formula of Theorem 6.5 move T from the right-hand side to the left one 
and apply the other formula: 
S,T = T-‘&T-%+ = S,TS-S+, 
TS, =S,T-‘S+T-‘=S,S,TS-, 
&T-l = TS,TS- = S,T-‘S+S-, 
T-‘S,=S,TS_T=S,S_T-‘S+. i-~ 
Lemma 6.8. The operation T commutes with S,S+ and S,S_. For any S, 
s*s+s- = s, = s*s_s+. 
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Proof. From Lemma 6.7 it follows that 
S,S+ T = S,S+ TS_S+ = T&S+, 
S&T-‘=S,S_T-‘S+S_ = T-lS,S_. 
The second statement follows from the identities 
S,T = S,TS_S+ = S,S_S+T, 
S,T-‘=S,T-‘S+S_ =S,S+S_T-? 0 
Corollary 6.9. The morphisms PI = S-S+ and Pz = S+S_ are projections such that 
PIP2 = PI, PZPl = Pz. 
Theorem 6.10. The morphisms S+ , S_ : f --f f are inverse to each other. 
Proof. From the previous Corollary we find that 
KerS+ c KerPi, KerS c KerPz, Ker PI = Ker Pz 
From Lemma 6.8 it follows that 
KerPi c KerS+, KerPi c KerS_. 
Thus, 
KerS+ = KerS = KerPi = KerPz. 
Let us find KerS,. As 0(v) = v-l 0 lop+ we have S+(~(V)) = T-‘OS+ and 
KerS+ =KerS+(B(v))= Ker’(fOfaf@f=I). 
The last pairing can be drawn in Fig. 62. 
We see that Kerright (of this pairing) = v-l 8 l(Ker’w_) = 0, hence, KerS, = 0. 
By the previous corollary PI = Pz = 1, i.e. S-S, = S+S_ = 1. q 
6.4. In Section 1 we have proved the existence of an object of left integrals of u - the 
invertible subobject Int cjI 
Theorem 6.11. Znt is an object of two-sided integrals. The morphisms p+ , p- factorize 
through isomorphisms p* : Z + Znt. In particular, the following commute: 
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f / f a V = f f _/ V ” c!_y 
i 
Fig. 62 
V 
f f 
V 
Ii P c/ 
Fig. 63. 
Proof. Denoting the unit q : I + f we express p+, p_ as 
Indeed, relation of Fig. 63 holds. We have also the relation of Fig. 64 because 
S_ OS+ = 1. Hence, relation of Fig. 65 holds. Multiplying this equality by S+ we 
obtain Fig. 66, which is interpreted as 
The commutativity of the other diagrams is proved similarly. 
Thus, pk are factorized as p + :ZLIntqJ As S-0 p+ =q=S+op_, the 
morphisms p+, p_ are monos and A+, A_ are monomorphisms too. Their domain and 
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CL+ 
i- 
P- 
5 =S_op+=S_~S+~q=rj ( 
f 
Fig. 64. 
Fig. 65. 
\ P+ 13 \ = \ 
u 
P+ n 
Fig. 66. 
codomain are invertible objects, hence A + _ are isomorphisms. This follows from the 
commutative diagram 
Z@Int’ 
A*@1 *Int@Int” 
1 63 I’, 
I 
IXI” - 
I- 
.I 
For the same reasons p + are factorized through Int, - the object of right integrals. 
Hence, Int, = Int and the theorem is proved. 0 
The theorem gives reasons for calling p+ and p_ integrals of a Hopf algebra U. 
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Corollary 6.12. ,u+ and p_ are proportional by an invertible constant. 
We assume that this constant has a square root A E k” (e.g. k = C). So, 
p+ = ;12Q/L. 
Definition 6.3. The morphism 
p==1-‘./& =#?./A-:I+f 
will be called simply an integral (on a ribbon category). A morphism S:f -+f 
S = S_(p) = AS_ with the inverse S-’ = S+(p) = A-‘S+ 
is called (and viewed as) the Fourier transform. 
From Corollary 6.6 and Proposition 6.3 we obtain modular relations 
(ST)3 = 1s2, 
S&y-i, 
S4 = y-i. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
This is the main result of this article. 
6.5. Here we recall one result about the usual Fourier transform F: L’(R) + L’(R). 
Let us denote by T : L’(R) + L’(R) the operator of multiplication by eiX”2. Then 
FTF=e rri/4~-1~77-1 
More familiar are properties: F4 = 1, P2 : f wf ( - x) (cf. (4-6))). That explains why 
we call S the Fourier transform. 
Real examples of Fourier transforms in tensor categories can be found in [7]. They 
are related to finite cyclic groups and to the finite dimensional quantum enveloping 
algebra Ubg for a root of unity q. 
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